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{mmCM Ver 04.02.00 BASE 20120228.rar} . . .Q: How do I write a function to get the middle value of list
of lists I am trying to write a function that returns the middle element of a list of lists. The function should

work for any given list (of equal length) and any given index. Here is my attempt at a solution: def middle(l):
if len(l) > 2: print (l[int(len(l)/2)]) else: pass This, for example: middle([[[1,2,3],[4,5,6],[7,8,9]]]) returns:

[6,5,9] which is correct. However, I want to check if the list has more than 2 elements; if so, I want to return
the middle one. Here are some test cases: middle([[1,2,3,4,5,6],[7,8,9,0],[11,12,13]]) #should return: [5,8,9]

middle([[1,2,3,4,5,6],[7,8,9,0],[11,12,13],[,]]) #should return: [5]
middle([[1,2,3,4,5,6],[7,8,9,0],[11,12,13],[],[]]) #should return: []

middle([[1,2,3,4,5,6],[7,8,9,0],[11,12,13],[],[],]) #should return: None
middle([[1,2,3,4,5,6],[7,8,9,0],[11,12,13],[],[]]) #should return: None My function works for most cases, but
I can't seem to get it to return the middle value when it's index is more than 0. I have no idea why. Any help
would be appreciated. A: Your function is not returning the value of the middle element, it is returning the

value of a different element in the list.
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{mmCM Ver 04.02.00 BASE 20120228.rar}Read More About In the world of instant messaging, a square
chicken is considered the sexy mascot for the Hummvee. Well, this might be the case in college football,
where a team's logo may not have to stand for anything but the collegiate football team's name. Last year,

during an online chat, a friend asked a young Mizzou fan his opinion on the Tigers' "hippie-like" lettering and
logo. In a friendly environment, the fan responded: "Actually it's a sqaure chicken, because it looks like a

tattoo." And the football fans on the StateSports message boards seemed to pretty much agree with the
assessment. Since then, the fact that the logo is a square chicken has become more well known than the team
name. "I know this is true," says Bob Cassady, a Missouri professor and football authority. "I know if I talk to
people who don't know anything about football about Mizzou, that's the one thing they know about Mizzou."
The Square Chicken Logo Mizzou Tigers It's not necessarily a bad thing. Mizzou's team name has long since

become a generic placeholder for teams from Missouri. And when a state is two NFL and two basketball
teams, it makes sense that the state's collegiate football team would not use a more interesting name. But if
some people have romanticized the idea of Mizzou as a college football juggernaut, the basketball fans and

the fans of both basketball and football could do a lot worse than pay attention to the football team. "To have
a more interesting and unique name like that would just be nice," says Kyle McCall, editor of the Mizzou
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